**PROJECT PARTNER:** Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest

**VOLUNTEER** with HISTORICORPS to complete rehabilitation work on two fire towers and prepare them for overnight rentals!

Volunteers may sign up for one or both sessions. Please plan to arrive between 5pm and 7pm the on the first day of the session; work will begin on the following morning. We will depart in the afternoon of the last day of the session.

**PROJECT SITE DESCRIPTION:**

Standing at almost 11,000 feet, the Blackhall Mountain Fire Lookout recently celebrated its 100th birthday. This iconic fire tower juts high into the wide open Wyoming skies, giving visitors an unparalleled view for miles in all directions. In 1955, it became famous for serving as an unlikely fire shelter to 19-year-old Virginia McIntyre and her cousin. Today, the forest is rehabilitating both this tower and the nearby Kennaday fire tower for overnight rentals. Join HistoriCorps for a high-altitude adventure in the expansive Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest this summer as we return to complete restoration work on these fascinating structures. Visit our “Completed Projects” page for more information on past work done on these structures.

**WHO:** TBD  
**Challenge Level:** HIGH. Due to its high altitude location, this project is recommended for volunteers with a high level of physical fitness.

**WHAT:** In order to prepare the two towers for overnight rentals, volunteers will:

- Complete work on a vault toilet
- Install lightning protection systems
- Other work as needed

**WHERE:** Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest, WY